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KINGCON, EASTER ’61

Eric j
bentclieEE

Being a sort of 
Convention report.......

The convention started a little 
later for me that for most 

fans - as it invariably does, 
due to my job, However, British 

Railways excelled themselves and I 
arrived in London considerably elated 

- the train was not only on time, it 
was five minutes early, A taxi from 

Euston, and I arrived at t..ie Kingsley Hot
el shortly after on the Saturday evening.

An interval was taking place so I retired to my 
room to freshen up a little, and to phone a femme 
type friend name of Pip, who I’d met in Italy last 

year. At the mention of all-night parties she said 
she’d be right over. Meanwhile, I went out for a 
coffee with Archie Mercer and Ken Slater who were the - 
only thirsty fen in evidence. By the time we reached 
the Expresso it was obvious that there was a convent
ion taking place - we bumped into quite a few fen en 
route to our Cappuchino, and the place we chose was -



full of them....it was like coming home after being abroad for awhile, 
and all very pleasant. Ted Carnoil, Brian Aldiss, Ken and Pam Bulmer, 
Son Of Bert Campbell, John Roles, were all present, so was Dave Kyle. 
I’d had a letter from Dave a couple of days before the con saying he 
hoped to make it together with Ruth - in thd same post came the inform
ation that the Convention Hotel had been changed, and I had visions of 
Dave and Ruth wondering disconsolately around London looking for a 
convention-1 The mind boggled. Unfortunately Ruth has developed a 
phobia, about flyingand couldn’t be coaxed onto the plane, t’was nice 
to. see Dave again tho’...and, I missed you Ruth.

By the time we all got back to the Kingsley-the' evening program 
session was about to begin. " At least, it will be when you are-ready,” 
said a committee member with a helpful shrug. It was time for the TAFF 
Candidates Panel. Mai, Sandy, and myself trooped up on the stage to be 
quizzed on science-fiction, and sundry other topics. Eric Jones did an 
excellent job os Inquisitor but with some of. the questions on s-f I 
wished I’d taken up Mike Moorcock on his offer to hide under the table 
and prompt me. Although I’ve been reading s-f for nearly twenty years, 
and have what is probably one of the largest collections of s-f magazines 
and paper-backs in the U.K., I haven’t got the sort cf catalogue-type 
mind which automatically indexes everything I read. Fortunately,(1) it 
seems that Mai and Sandy haven’t either - we all did a lot better when 
our opinions were asked for rather than straight answers.

After the heat came off...there was a discreet natural break for 
half an hour whilst everyone availed themselves of Beer, and other suit
able potions. Pip had arrived by this time, and we indulged ourselves 
in a couple of Lagers with sundry bodies whilst the stage was set for 
Don Ford’s slide-show.

I’m ro photographer - I’ve an inexpensive Thing which I take on 
holiday with me and, usually, to conventions, I point it and it takes a 
recognisable picture for later reminiscing - after seeing Don’s slides 
though, I wish I had the time to take up photography as well as Fandom 
and Tape-Recording. They were magnificent - taking photos the Don Ford 
Way is an artistic expression. Later on during the convention I got a 
look at the equipment Don had brought over with him....there seemed to 
be a special camera for every conceivable occasion. Was that one you 
showed me really intended for taking photos in Smog, Don ??? Don 
himself turned out to be an extremely likable Giant of a man, with a 
very pleasant manner and excellent sense of humour. I saw quite a lot 
of him during the con and thoroughly enjoyed his company. This weekend, 
(at the time of writing) I’ll be seeing Don ard Dave Kyle again, in 
Liverpool and that should bo an interesting weekend.

Following the Slide-Show, came the Fancy Dress Parade. This, alas, 
was something of an anti-climax due to only a few people having been able 
to work up fancy dress - Sandra Hall, Kike Moorcock, Sandy Sandfield, Son 
Of Bert Campbell, Peter Davies, and Brian Burgess wore all that I can 
recall In Costume. At least, I think Brian Burgess was in fancy dress 1 
(The best fancy dress at the convention didn:t put in an appearance until 
the following afternoon, when Irone Potter entered as a Green Thing.) 
From this time on, things began to get more and more fluid.-... .people were 
wondering back and forwards between room-parties and the Con-hall.



After chatting for a while in the Con-Hall with Mai and Sheila Ashworth;, 
Ken and Irone Potter, Sturo Sodolin, and the Cheltenham Group...I went 
up to Room 120, where, rumour had it, a Party was in progress. There 
was. Attendees at this highly enjoyable shindig wore, as far as my mem
ory goes, Eric and Margerot Jones, Keith Freeman, Bob Parkinson, Tony 
Walsh, Pip and myself - at least, chat was the nucleus pretty well every
one else at the con dropped in sometime during the night. The Manager 
phoned about 3am and complained that wo were keeping people awake, we 
countered by complaining that there wore people actually sleeping in 
the hotel... I went to bed about four, I think.

Determined to keep my record of always making breafast at convent
ions I arose at a horribly early hour - which I won’t even mention for I 
wouldn’t want to shock anyone like Norman Shorrock who likes to Sleep Late 
- and broke my fast with Doc' Weir and Keith Freeman. The Brandy For 
Breakfast Keith Freeman.

The time between-breakfast and lunch //as largely occupied by 
enjoyable natter, trying to track down all the cast of the THIS Ir' YOUR 
LIFE show I was presenting later in the day, and in attending the BSFA 
Annual General Meeting. This latter was a quite interesting -session, and 
amongst other epoch making things were the fact that the subscription was 
lowered, and that there were actually two candidates for one office. This 
was the post of editor, and the election enabled me to find out who the 
person I’ve been refering to as Son Of Bert Campbell wase...Gerry Mosdell. 
Gerry has a pretty heavy facial appendage coupled with a collar-hiding 
haircut which really reminded me of Barto Ho (and Mike Moorcock) who 
were standing as a team wore however defeated and Jimmy Groves became the 
next editor of VECTOR. Ella Parker became the now Secretarye Brian 
Alldis the Hon. President., Archie Mercer (for the third year). Treasurer, 
and Ina Shorrock was elected as Chairman. If they don’t behave themselves, 
Ina, threaten them with a HOT curryJ The BSFA I think, and I’m pleased 
to think it, is going to be a force in. British Fandom for some time to 
come. ■ ■

KETTERING, was voted as next years con-site, and a Convention 
Committee of Eric Jones, Chairman^ Keith Freeman, Treasurer? Anthony 
Walsh and Bob Parkinson, Program & Equipment? and Ethel Lindsay, Regist
rations | camo into being. With the exception of Ethol, all committee 
types are members of the Cheltenham Group.... er, with the exception of 
Keith Freeman who is a sort of liasion officer between Cheltenham, The 
Liverpool Group, and the Stockport and Intake Dog and Cake Walking Soc0

When the meeting came to a close, I continued my search for the 
two missing members of the THIS' IS YOUR LIFE cast, but it might be of 
interest to relate this from the beginning.□-,

Sometime ago, John Owen v/rotc 
a script for a tape-production of THIS 
IS YOUR LIFE - WILLIAM HARRISON. This 
tapera is still pending, however, on 
the way back from the Cheltenham Valcon 
in February I got the idea of—trying to 
do a live TIYL at the Eastercbn.' The 
first step (after choosing a suitable 
subject) was to get a script, I wrote 
John Owen. — Continued on P.37
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( The Story So Far^ Marucci has 
confessed to Captain Cater that 
the plot against the under
secretary was devised by 
Biancheri and his wife. At the 
instigation of this woman, Marucci 
succeeds in obtaining incriminating 
documents from the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in St. Petersburg, | 
at the same time sending an anonymou 
letter to Mr® Gerald Oldfield ( the 
member for Antrim West, one of Dudley 
bitterest political opponents), 
preferring against him a charge of 
murder. The Grand Duke Stanislas 
knows the truth, of course, from 
what has been told him at hi 
Embassy. The Moldrums, a w.e 
pair, still remain in ignoranc 
of the true character of th

/ Station-masters daughter, / 
whom they have adopt cd out

'r of charity. Now Road On
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orchestral Ip5 lit a 
j took 

then settled 
of creme de violotte

I. An Incident In 
Brownlow Hill, 
(As related by

Thu Hotel Magnifique,
Liverpool
Oscar de I’isle Plumfritter)

4 '47^/?/</c.Caa/ 1
Xl P7-' /•£/; Z|^T/.<7

Being another chapter from the crowded 
life of William Harrison, Esq. As 
related by Cyril Favorsham, MM, and 
Harry Hurstmoncoaux, OBE.

I put on the lush 
Sobranio Black Russian cigarette 
a grain or two of snow 
down with my glass 
at the side of the voluptuous Eurasian 
girl. This, I thought nastily, is what 
Gracious Living is all about. Suddenly 
there* came a firm, strong knock at the 
door. Cursing fluently in Quechua, I 
rose to answer it.
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I opened the door an inch or two . Before me I saw the ascetic, 

aquiline features and keen eyes of the most portent personage in the 
British Empire.

Pale-faced, I hade the Groat Man enter? then, running before
Hirn into the apartment, I hastily ground out my cigarette, flung the 
cocaine but of the window, boiled the- Hugo Winterhalter record, hid 
the girl under the carpet, and poured the liquor into the aspidestra 
pot at my elbow. But He had already entered the room and and was • . 
staring disaprovingly about Him. His firm groy eyes mot mine, and He 
frowned.

" Mercy, Great One," I stammered, grovelling in the Slivovicz- 
spattered carpet at His feet ? " I - I got into bad company in
Trowbridge. There’s a certain tavern there called the Norman George, 
and

" Get up man, get up," said the Master, with an expression of 
faint distaste. " I came here," he added, after a moment, " to request 
'your assistance .in a forthcoming little stunt $ but I see now that I 
misjudged my man. You’re no longer - clean, somehow.*’ He sniffed 
twice. ’’ I shall seek out Hurstmoncoaux and Faversham."

Turning on His heel. Ho pulled out His machete and began 
hacking His way through the aspidestra leaves towards the door. ’’ Yield 
me but one more chance, 0 Mighty One!" I cried, trembling like a 
beaten cur? but He was gone.

II. An Encounter In An Abbey Wood Doss-House.
(As related by Hurstmoncoaux & Faversham)

" Faversham, Hurstmoncoaux, my twe able lieutenants J Has 
it come to this ? " cried the Lordly One, peering down into our little 
hammock. It was five in the morning, but the sight of His noble 
countenance soon shocked us into complete consciousness, and before 
long we were chatting gaily together over three great, steaming plates 
of bangers and mash. ’’ Actually, we’re not as impoverished as we 
would seem, Sir," whispered Faversham, smiling faintly? ’’ we’re on a 
Special Mission here." " Tracking down the Abbey Wood pneumatic
bosom deflator," added Hurstmoncoaux, and wo explained about the swine 
who’d boon terrorising the young virgins, if any, of the neighborhood.

" A sordid and trivial assignment," said Harrison grumpily? 
"'I’ll speak to the PM about it."

" Don’t bo too harsh with him, Sir," pleaded Faversham somewhat 
apprehensively? " wo’re rather enjoying it hero."

But speak to the PM lie did? the Old Boy ’Was really quite apol
ogetic, for Governments have toppled before at a disapproving word 
from Harrison. We were immediately taken off the case, and one o'clock 
that afternoon found us lunching with the Master at Frascati’s.

" It is of prime importance that I employ two decent chaps on 
this particular Stunt," said the Great Man, (pto.
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after the debris had been cleared away, ” because it intimately 
concerns rather - rather a decent sort of girl, and one who deperately 
needs our help. Not only this, but it involves the stability of the 
entire Free World...”

” Doesn’t it always ?” wo murmured.
” ...The young lady in question,” continued Harrison, uncork

ing a bottle of Niorstenor Spatloso ’49? ”... impeccably bred, corn
yellow hair, eyes as blue as periwinkles, tiny tip-tilted chin, mouth 
like a fresh young rosebud, fond of horses - is being held captive by 
Kurt Neumann’s filthy gang in the Schloss Unrath, near Villach in 
Austria.

” Kurt Neumann ?” wo gasped. ” But surely,..surely he was 
impaled on the railings outside Westminster in TRIODE 14 ?”

” Yes,” Harrison replied, ” so the world believes. In fact, 
though, only his head was impaled, and so the dastards principal 
faculties remain impared. But to resume? the young lady.in question 
,(her name, by the way, is Adda) is the only surviving daughter of 
Sir Giles Mingo-Fotherdew, one of the Atomic Energy Commision’s most 
brilliant men...”

” Wasn’t he the chap, Sir," queried Faversham, ” who discovered 
how to make a passable Pernod by dropping aniseed-balls into heavy 
water ?”

” he was,” said Harrison, meditatively sipping His 1935 Chateau 
Romani Conti du Domain, " and now the devils have his daughter in 
their hellish clutches. Unless he leaves Harwell immediately, and 
goes to work for the Other Side, they’ve threatened to...” Harrison 
left the sentence uncompleted5 but we could sense His mental turmoil 
at that moment.

" The unutterable scoundrels I 
can bank on us, Sir, to see the Stunt

” Thank you - chums,” said 
Harrison simply. ” Thon shall we 
say - an early start in the

”• What a marvellous 
cried Hurstmonceavx 
together 
morning,

said hotly. ” You” Faversham 
through

and we
” An early start 

we chanted in unison

morning ?” 
idea,SirJ” 
rose 
tomorrow

III. Infamy In The Edelweiss. 
(Hurstmonceaux & Faversham) 
0700 hrs. next morning saw 

us on the Dover Road,0 we took Reggie 
Pencewell’s private car-ferry to 
Boulogne, and our Maroon Lancia 
Aprilia was soon hurtling down the 
road to Alsace. .
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At Molsheim, we drew in at Bugattis where young Bugatti himself ran 
out the specially tuned sky-blue supercharged 575c for the Master, 
with a rasping roar and a wave of the hand we thundered down the 
dusty road to Switzerland. Wo spent the night at Basle, at a 
rather decent little Pension where we were served with a not unreason
able Frieschlingsteak, washed down with a flask or two of Blogwasscr. 
The meal was enlivened by Hurstmonooaux*s discovery of a tiny transist
or powered wire recorder in his saurkraut, and we chuckled merrily 
at this example of the crudity of Soviet Counter-Espionage.

By 1000 hrs. the following morning we wore in Salzburg and, 
pausing only to exchange the Bugatti for a Crimson Hispano-Suiza, 
(done to confuse.the enemy He said, 'never mind the enemy’,we thought, 
'you're confusing usl) wo sped on again, taking the road over the 
Grossglovencr in preference to the valley road to Villach.

As wo turned loft at Winkion towards Villach, a silver-grey 
mercedes swung out behind us. " Hal" exclaimed Harrison with a 
smile, " we've flushed the rotters" - and down wont His foot.
Near Kolbratz He spun the car off the road and into a clump of tree's. 
The mercedes sped past. Taking the railton-ongined Morris Minor 
out of the boot we sped back the way wo had come as far as Iselsberg 
and then took the lower road through Hermager to Villach.
Nevertheless we reached our destination in precisely three minutes 
under the World Record.

The Castle was approximately fifteen minutes drive from the 
pretty little town, and we drove on without stopping. The weather 
was glorious, and Austria cast her old enchantment over us as we 
roared gaily up narrow, winding roads that clung precariously to 
the mountainside. We sang as we drove5 the Master was in fine fettle, 
and His rich baritone led us in chorus after chorus of 'Please Don't 
Pull Our Gasthaus Down’ that resounded through the valleys and 
started at least four landslides. Suddenly, as we rounded a bend in 
the road, we saw ahead of us, on the peak of a steep wooded hill, 
the fairy towers of Schloss Unrath, its turroted spires soaring into 
the emerald-blue sky. A splendid sight, God wet I And yet wo know 
that behind those ancient fornications lurked the worst sort of cad, 
and that in his dastardly clutches was the loveliest creature who 
ever trod the croquet-lawns of Kernel Hempstead. " The Game's afoot I" 
cried Harrison, His eyes sparkling, and we started to negotiate the 
tortuous, dusty road that led up the hillside to the castle.

As we drew nearer, wo noticed with no little- astonishment 
that the huge, oaken doors of the main entrance stood wide apart5 
beyond them we could sec part of a huge hallway. We drew to a halt, 
in a swirl of flies and dust, a few yards from the wall of the 
Schloss^ then, concealing our Carmon Ghia Volkswagon ( for students 
of minutae the Minor was changed at Amoldstein) in a nearby coppice 
of sassafras-tree's, we walked towards the open doorway. Harrison, 
who had reached the entrance first, paused, looking down at the groat 
doorstep 5 our gaze followed His, and we saw there three empty milk 
bottles, together with a note, hastily scrawled in Platt-Deutsch, which 
said simplys " Gone on a picnic. Leave three litres."



" What doos this mean, Sir ?’’ we queried
" Is it some sort of hellish ruse •?"

follow
" Shut up," explained Harrison, 

me •"
He preceded us through the great 

doorway? we followed after, and a 
later found ourselves in a mighty,

and'

arched 
moment 
echoing hall whose high walls stretched 
completely to the- ceiling® Three tall 
windows of Macedonian stained-glass 
allowed a shaft or two of sunlight to ' 
filter wanly downwards, but the g< 
effect was one of unrelieved sombreness, 
Before us rose a huge stairway of time- y 
worn sandstone? on one of its steps 
lolled a gigantic mastiff® Rats -■■■'"'fa 
scampered fearlessly over the skull 
littered floors bats, coots and 
woodchucks uttered their eldritch cries 
in the obscure heights of the vaulted .yt, 
roof. Suddenly, from behind us, we 
heard a great shuddering crash® Wo 
spun round, our eyes wide with apprch- 
ens ion®

eneral • 
,rnr> r-ss « 1

The great doors behind us had slammed shut’ And now, from a’
doorway in the deepest recesses of the hall, there emerged - a corp
ulent figure.

Neumann J. The hideous piranha-nibbled face, the florid egg- 
spattered moustache, the ghastly, gaping hole in the centre of his 
forehead where one of Her Majesty’s railings had penetrated - there 
was no mistaking him! And behind him, struggling in the grip of his 
two loathsome accomplices, was - the lovely Adela Minge-Fotherdew!

" Unhand that Englishwoman, you curl" cried Harrison, drawing 
His Smith & Wesson and directing it at Neumann’s black heart. But the 
latter only laughed - horribly. " Fools 1 Into mein liddle trap haf 
you walked I" ho sneered, then turned to his two henchmen. " Rieni! 
Santesohn!" he bellowed® " Schew dor schwoin ve business mean!

These were a grotesque pair® One was a youth who looked as if 
he has just been brainwashed? the other was bespectacled, expressionless 
and appeared capable of anything.

Abruptly, one of the thugs seized Adela’s left arm in an iron 
grip’. The other, stepping back a pace, began, slowly, to twist her 
right arm behind her.®.

" Play the game, damn you!" cried Harrison, His blue eyes 
flashing angrily. The girl winced as the pressure on her arm tightened? 
but, splendid filly that she was, made no sound apart from a continuous 
high-pitched shriek® " You hellish rotter," said Harrison with a quiet, 
contemptuous fury that would have withered most hellish rotters where 
they stood® Not so' Neumann. (pto
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” Hal" he barked, joyously, relishing every moment of the situation. 
" Now, please, you vill der gun drop - yes ?"

” Don’t do it.,-.' Sir I” cried the girl suddenly. " It - it does’nt 
matter about me."

’’ You’re a thoroughbred,Adela," said Harrison between gritted 
toeth$"you’re white all through. But I’d be a hellish sort of cad if 
I lot this - beastliness continue." And with a terrible glance at 
Neumann, He threw His revolver to the ground.

" 1st gut I" cackled Neumann- " Und now, I a little surprise 
arranged for you haf tomorrow for." Ho gave a few curt, guttural inst
ructions 5 his henchmen released Adela, and each produced an automatic. 
’’ Please to follow," Jie grated, walking to a neabry doorway.- The steps 
beyond the dorrway led down into murky depths and at the bottom, a short 
'passage-ended in a huge oakon door. Flinging the door open, Neumann 
motioned us inside. As we stepped into the dungeon, for that was what 
it was, -great steel nets fell about us and before we knew what had 
happened we were trussed, gagged and' bound. Great chains were than 
passed around the Master and iron balls fastened to- His wrists and 
feet. Neumann was obviously taking no chances with his proud adversary.

" Tomorrow, ve vill see, ja," cackled Neumann, and the door 
clanged shut like the knell of doom.

We spent an.uneasy and distinctly uncomfortable night.
The following morning, Neumann and his henchmen came for us. 

Our gags were removed and our hands and feet were released. All of 
us, that is, except Harrison. Neumann then forced us up into the 
hall, Reini and Santesbhn dragging Him behind us.

Faversham managed to whisper to Harrison, "Haven’t you got the 
special set of tools including pneumatic drill, trepanning saw, capstan 
lathe, arc welder, silver-plated jemmy and icepick you usually have 
under your left armpit covered by skin-coloured sticking plaster ?’’ 
’’ No," He whispered back, " I loaned it to James Bond." " This is 
another fine mess you’ve got us into," we muttered.

The' fiend Neumann preceded us up the great main staircase, 
pausing only to aim a vicious kick at the mastiff, until we came to a 
stone balcony overlooking another large hall. Immediately below us 
stood a huge, open vat, filled to the brim with a strange, greyish 
substance that bubbled and steamed like some hellish broth. Suddenly, 
we became aware of its aroma - and wo shuddered.

Neumann turned to us. "Jal” he screamed triumphantly, his 
good eye gleaming redly as he saw our reactions. ” You are right § os 
ist ein inferno of - molten apfelstrudel! ’’

” You guttural guttersnipe," muttered Hurstmonccaux fiercely.
" A lectio inschpiration of mein own," Neumann continued, 

chuckling insanely. He bowed ironically to Harrison, then spat vehemtly. 
" Und you, der Eaistcr," he snarled, " vill first into der pot gegehenl 
- lumpenll" he roared at his two thugs. " Ve vill haf un for der pot, 
as they say on your decadent, imperialistic British ITV - Him into der 
hellish skaming strudel-maelstrom - fling?"



The two men frogmarchod Harrison forward. Still encased as He 
was in chains and iron-balls, we wondered how He could get out of this 
predicament. What worried us most was - how could the authors get Him 
out of it ?

Thon - with a single bound He was free. ” Huzzahl" we cheered, 
producing tiny Union Jack’s and waving them frantically, ” prang ’em, 
Sir’ ”

Cursing, SantosfJhn made a wild grab at Harrison's shoulder - 
and missed. He struggled frenziodly to regain his balance but it was 
too late5 with a ghastly cry, he tumbled over the edge of the parapet, 
plunging with a sickening plop into the ghastly morass. He sank immed
iately, like a ton of scrap, and left no trace.

We looked down, aghast. Suddenly, with a tremulous little cry 
of ’’i’uther IJ ”, Rieni, the remaining thug, turned and started to run 
along the balcony towards the staircase. ” Back komml” screamed Neumann 
hoarsely, drawing a tiny quaker-oats revolver and firing blindly at the 
retreating figure5 then, seeing that Harrison was in the process of 
donning His boxing-gloves, he, too, gave a hoarse animal cry of terror 
•and lurched away down the balcony. Now freed of our bonds, we followed 
at a safe distance, dodging the hail of decaying Wiener-Schnitzels that 
the scoundrel flung at us as he retreated.

The long balcony, as we soon saw, interconnected the tvzo main 
halves of the castle5 as we preceded along it, we looked below, and 
could see Rieni scrambling down the staircase and across the great Hall 
wo had first entered. He had arrived at a point of the wall close to 
the gigantic oaken doors| and now, reaching upwards, he tugged at a 

Simultaneously, we began to hoar a 
pointing

large lever set high into the wall 
rumbling sound. ” Lookll” cried Adela,
Below our balcony, a little further 

from us, we could see a vast 
, time-worn cog-wheels that

” It

A

mechanism 
had begun 
seems,” 
apparatus

Egad, ye 
are swinging ajar I”

along 
of huge 
to grind slowly into motion 
said Harrison tensely, ” to be the 
that controls the main doors 
the mighty portal

Without warning, the sharp, \ 
echoing report of a gun-shot reached / 
cur ears5 and we caught sight of 
Neumann again, further along the 
balcony, shooting down- at his 
henchman. ” FeiglingJ” ho screamed 
obviously overwraught, at the hapless 
Rieni, firing again and again.
” Verrater I” Moving forward as unob
trusively as we could, we gradually 
drew closer to him...

Suddenly, with a sharp, despairing 
cry of " Tarred", Rieni slumped to the 
floor. (pto......
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The great doors? meanwhile, continued slowly to open? but it was 
too late for Rieni, who would never pass dazedly through a door again. 
Neumann had been oblivious of our presence during all this time? but 
now, satisfied that his erstwhile assistant had met with his just 
deserts, he turned with a snarl to face us. " Back? Englander? he 
roared, " or ich vill shoot, already!"

But Harrison, His dentures sot in steely determination? 
marched relentlessly forward. " Caution, 0 Lordly Ono I” wo cried? but 
He strode on, (God, what a man!) ’’ Drop that pistol, Neumann," He' 
said calmly, lighting a Havana. " Your hellish game is at an end."

Neumann, delivering himself of a stream of guttural abuse, 
fired, three times, at point-blank range.

Click.... click.o. click, went the gun impotently? and we 
sighed relievedly, for the Almighty had proved once more to be on our 
side. The Teutonic devil had run out of caps I

" You forget, I can count," said Harrison, and tossed His 
spare pair of boxing-gloves at the trembling rotter. " Come!" He 
called, above the grinding din of the huge wheels. "Defend yourself I"

Neumann? snarling like a Trapped Beast quickly donned the 
gloves, and swung viciously at the '.'aster "with a bludgeoning left
hander which would have irreparably fractured Harrison’s medulla 
obolgata. The- Great One, however, nimbly sidestepped the blow, and 
countered with a stinging right that landed squarely in Neumann’s 
scarred and pitted mush. " How’s that for centre 1" cried Harrison.

" Revenge vill I haf!" yelled Neumann, scattering a few 
assorted teeth around in the process. Ho took another wild swing 
at the Faster, who just swayed imperceptibly out of roach, then His 
left came up from the wrist in a short? sharp jab that had all the 
power of a thunderbolt behind it. It caught Neumann full on the 
chin. For a moment the hellish cad stood quite still, his eyes 
glazing over, and then he began to totter slowly backwards. Suddenly, 
his foot scrabbled at the parapets edge and, before Harrison could 
step forward to save him, he gave a hideous scream, his arms flailed 
wildly and then, with a last dcspairng attempt to regain his balance, 
fell over the parapets edge into -

Into the relentlessly- rinding cog-wheels 1
With a sickening crunch, and two loud pops, t’ great wheels 

ground suddenly to a halt. " Reverse the mechanism!," cried Harrison,
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■ ■ ■■■ Frantically, we rushed down 
’ •the staircase into the great hall, 
••Adola and Harrison following.
•Hurstmonceaux reached the wall first, 
.'and pushed the lever upwards*

. .slowly the huge cog-wheels began to 
.’•turn back, and from their centre 
■"emerged....

Adela covered her face with 
her hands.



Harrison strode quickly towards the quivering, morphous mass 
drawing His tiny monogrammed automatic, He- put two or three bullets^ 
into it. It suddenly stopped'quivering and lay still.

Adela tripped like a faun to the 
place where Harrison stood, and gazed.mutely 
into those fine brown eyes like a trusting, 
grateful child. " Kingly soul," she said, 
with a directness and sweet simplicity that 
kindled the fires of Harrison’s deepest being. 
" Daddy and I will never, never forget what you 
have done."

The intrepid adventurers voice was 
gentle as He replied- " Adela," Ho murmured 
" I should very much like you to call me.... 
Willie 

divine 
’’ I'll 
chum."

tt

" As you wish - Willie," said the 
creature, blushing a bright crimson 
always think of you as...my very special

" See here, old thing," said Harrison huskily, gnawing at His 
Old Harrovian tie, " Cah’t we...dash it, what I moan to say is, can't we 
over be more than just - well, than just - chums ?"

Adela lowered her beautiful eyelashes. " I'm sorry, Willies really, 
truly sorry. But you see, I’m engaged to...rather a fine man. Oh perhaps 
not as great, or famous, or clever, as you are5 but one whom I love with 
all my heart. Please - please, dear friend, don’t turn away..."

" Is it - is it young Aubrey Soddscout ?” asked Harrison in a low 
voices and the girl nodded. " They tell me he’s - quite a splendid chap," 
Harrison mustered a brave smile. " I think I shall leave you now, Adela," 
He added, after a moments " but I want you to know that, now and for ever, 
I shall always regard you as - as a brick."

" Thank you," said the girl gravely. Thon, with a light laugh, 
Harrison kissed Adela’s fingertips, bowed low, lit a cheroot, blew His 
nose, and strode manfully towards His Ferrari-engined Goggomobil (***). 
He turned once, and called back to us.

" HurstmonoeauxL Favershaml" camo the clear, ringing tones we 
knew so well. " Escort the fair Adela to England, will yo. 7 As for me.. 
I have other work to do. You may find me, perhaps, where high Andes 
soar into an ice-blue sky, or where- the splendid wreckage of Attic Greece 
forms a backdrop to some grimmer drama of our times whore tribal drums 
beat out a savage message of frenzied, primitive passions, or where proud 
Fujiyama stands hor ancient guard over the mystic isles of Nippon? or 
perhaps whore tall trees sway, languidly, in the lulling warmth of the 
Trade Winds..."

" Drop dead," wo muttered, and began scraping Neumann off the 
wheels.

*** NB to A.JI. & J.B., it was in the boot of the Volkswagen.



Now, you may well wonder as to the state of British fandom when 
Fandergaste crops up even in a most august and stately fanzine like ’’Triode"« 
And I have to confess that I’m almost as puzzled as you are, Eric Bcntcliffe 
wrote me a veiy friendly letter, uith Sandy Sanderson acting as an inter
mediary* This was a letter which cleared up a slight misunderstanding as to 
a reference I had made to Eric in Bryan ’clhar.i’ s fanzine, ’’Perihelion"* 
Eric quoted that reference in a recent issue of Triode and had replied to a 
letter I had written him on the matter. In his letter, Eric invited me to 
write for Triode, and it should be noted that this is an occasion to be 
Remembered. Not only is this the first Penelope column to be written bee
invitation, but it is being written for one of the two personalities in the 
Bentcliffe - Sanderson feud of 1958. And most of the Penelope columns have 
been written for the other personality in the feud. You may remember that

■ early in "1958, Sandy published in lion Bonnett’s fanzine “Ploy", certain 
statements and opinions about Eric. And now, a year later, not only is a 
Sanderson discovery writing for Bcntcliffe’s fanzine, but both are rivals in 
tliis year’s TAFF campaign’. All this proves something. I’m not at all sure 
what.

—ooQoo—

I’m often amazed in a quiet way at the manner various f■■tends of mine 
treat the expensive furniture - equipment that they own. Ro ;ently I was the 
guest of a well known Northern fan who knew of my interest in long playing 
records of film soundtracks and show recordings. Ec play d over a couple of 
long player records for me, hammering them on to his record p'isyer, which 
boasted a three speed selection, but no special delicate stylus. I sat 
through that performance of ’’Ey Fair Lady" with gritted teeth. Have you 
ever heard a long playing record spun with a 78 stylus? It was murder. I 
pointed out that this wasn't doing his records too much good, and flicked an 
accusing finger at his battered and chi’joed records which ho had stuck back 
inside his record cabinet. "Bon’t they get scratched without the sleeves?" 
I queried. Ee told me that he could get more records into the cabinet that 
way, and anyway, the sleeves made dandy quote cards. "These long playing 
records don’t last all that time, though," he told mo. "Just look at the 
way they chip and scratch -while they’re playing." host fans are, thankfully, 
a little more mindful that such equipment is expensive, and that in order to 
gain the maximum enjoyment from the said equipment at least Lome care should 
be taken when the equipment is in use. I do remember reading somewhere that
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there is one science fiction author, perhaps Fritz Loiter, who takes his 
typewriter to pieces and cleans each part before he actually settles down to 
writing whatever piece he has set himself that day. I’d hate hi-fi fans to 
go to such a degree of trouble every time they wanted to play a record, but 
extremes in either direction are to be avoided. Those long playing records 
should be stored in their sleeves, every time, and should be cleaned before 
each and every playing. Special cleaners can be bought for a few shillings, 
an invaluable investment, and after the initial cost of the playing equipment, 
it seems hardly sensible to spoil the record with a ha’porth of dust, as it 
were.

And exactly what do you want to hear when you' re listening to a record, 
anyway? Do you want that "Lion in your Lap" of recording technique, the 
stereophonic recording, tuned up at top blast, of a forty piece symphony 
orchestra, sc that every player seems to be sitting on your ear drum? And, 
thank you, I'll pass up the opportunity of raiding a pun at this stage.

Let us suppose that you are a little tired of reading a lot of fanzines 
which delve into technical details of hi-fi recording processes, and yet that 
you would like to know something about this supersonic world so that you can 
amaze your friends at the next convention, or perhaps that the next time 
Fandcrgaste comes to call you can play a record in a way in which we’ 11 both 
enjoy it.

First, after noting that some care should be taken with the actual 
handling and owning of equipment, let us lave a look at what we require from 
a recording. Obviously, we don't want an overpowering blast, which is 
virtually hi-fi for hi-fi's own sake. We want, I think, a sensible intensity 
of reproduction, which is best acquired by experiment with your own jjarticular 
model of player. There arc no hard and fast rules, even from recording to 
recording. Last year's hi-fi recording might have been achieved with a 
different technique from that which is being used this year. Hi-fi is merely 
a loose term for the individual recording company's best and. most faithful 
recording process used at the tine of the recording. Try playing your 
record over at different intensities, making use also of any bass and treble 
selector your equipment may possess. -Remember that all too often the bass 
accompaniment is cither overlooked completely or else is emphasised out of all 
proportion to the recording. It's all a natter of sound, .wilier than noise.

I know that sone people will bring out the old argui "nt that the tape 
recorder holds the edge over the record player. I'm co -Hotly being 
confronted with the point of view that one can dub records on to tape and I’m 
told that such a practice is cheaper in the long run. Also I’m often told 
that tape recorders can be used for other things like messages to other fans. 
It naturally depends on one's own personal requirements, but for those who 
arc thinking of entering what to me is a fascinating world, that of the tape 
recorder, may I offer a few words of advice?

Probably the would be tape recording fan holds off buying a model 
because of the constant improvement which is apparent in the market. He 
fears that-, this week's model belongs to next week's junk heap. His fears 
are really unfounded. For the general, purpose position of non-specialis - 
at ion there is absolutely nothing to be gained by waiting.



Kost of the latest inqprovemcnts arc of minor importance and do not 
affect the issue at large. For example, several manufacturers are predicted 
to be going over to the cassette type of spool which has been incorporated in 
Grundig office machines for some time* The great advantage with such spools 
is that the necessity to thread the spool at every playing is eradicated*

Undoubtedly the latest i.iajor developement, however, is the introduction 
of the four-track tame, which requires either a special machine or an adapted 
model. Obviously such a developement is far more economical than the normal 
twin track tape but a steady quality of reproduction at all speeds las yet to 
be perfected. The reproduction is adequate and at 7w i.p.s* is very 
satisfactory but at other speeds the four track tape is in its infancy*

And how long will it be before someone issues a taped fanzine?

------oooqoco------

....FOR THOSE VTTH A SOCIAL CONSCIENCE

Everyone should support Terry’s plan to wipe out the oxygen
producing plants. Anything which has been known, howsoever rarely, to 
produce dangerous effects, SHOULD BE ABOLISHED! So down with oxygen! 
Why, it even causes fires!

And once we cleanse our fair planet of the oxygen menace, 
let's tackle that other insidious substances water. Have you ever seen 
a piece of iron, such as a railroad spike, which has been in water for 
any length of time ? Notice how it becomes rusty and pitted, and event
ually crumbles away to powder ? Now, if water can so effect a chunk of 
iron, JUST THINK THAT IT CAN DO TO YOUR STOMACH! And people actually 
drink it! Now, wo must protect those misguided ones from their ignorance. 
Ban water! In addition to the menace to our intestines, this hideous 
liquid is dangerous in other ways. Each year, thousands of people drown 
in it! All the more reason to take action.

So, as soon as wo wipe out the oxygon menace, wi’re going 
after water.

.... Emile Groonlea+*.)

. . . .AND THOSE VTTH A READY QUIP
Did I tell you of my offsprings enquiry 

concerning TRIODE XVII, pd7 lower right-hand corner ? It was " What has 
a pot-bellied jet aircraft wearing Jodhpur riding breeches and impaled 
on the breather pipe of a septic tank got to do with Bentcliffe For TAFF ?”

co.. Doc’ Weir.

And a good question it is, tool eb



I sometimes wonder vzhat I would do in case of fire.

When I really stop to think about it, of course, I realise that the 
location of the fire would have quite an effect on icy reaction. So, for that 
matter, would the date. Take Nero’s fire for instance - the one that 
destroyed the major part of Rome, raged for several days and had vast droves 
of people fleeing underground to escape not only the fire but Nero’s murderous 
soldiers who were roaming the streets as well. It must have been a dilly of 
a fire, and I didn’t get to hear about that one until long afterit -was all 
over. To bo perfectly honest, I don’t know just what I wool 1 have done about 
it if I had heard of it earlier, but it isn’t nice tc feel Le?t out of these 
things even if you’ re not going tc do any tiling about them, .-he mere I think 
about it the more hurt and offended I am at being left out c it; I suppose 
you can’t really expect a psychopathic old Roman emperor t be anything other 
than selfish about his lyre-accompanied holocausts, but it cuts me to the 
quick all the same. You just wait, Nero; one day I will have a goddamn fire 
of ny own, and you won’t be invited - it’11 be a bigger one than yaurs as 
well, and I shall have the whole Boston Symphony Orchestra to play an 
accompaniment to it. So there.

There _is one fire I would rather have been at than the fire of Rome 
though, but I would have been very likely to get into a whole heap of trouble 
at it, and it is perhaps just as well that I never kftew about it until much, 
much later. The fire I mean is the migl ty holocaust there must have been 
when that crazy »ld fake Chinese emperor anticipated Ray Bradbury by several 
centuries and had all the books burned so as to destroy all the evidence that 
he wasn’t the real emperor. I know what I would have done at that fire all 
right; I would have been running around like crazy throwing buckets of water 



all ovei’ the place, trying to carry off piles of books and generally behaving 
like some demented soul in Hades - a description which would have been near
enough thq truth to make no difference. After that, I daresay, I should 

have tried to gain an audience with the old fake emperor to try and prove to 
him the error of his ways by cutting out his intestines and strangling him
with them, I can even surmise what would have happened after that, but I 

prefer not to if you don’t mind. Yes, it is perhaps as well that I wasn't 
able to be present at that particular fire.

I didn't get invited to the Great Fire of.Tiondon either. ( I don’t 
want you to get the idea that I aim a pyromaniac or anything like that; I am 
not, I freely admit that I like a good fire as much as the next man, but 
probably no more. V.rby, I can even walk past the most delightful fires 
without so much as faltering in my stride if I happen to be on p.y way to 
something better, such as a meal or a bookshop, This isn't just the sort of 
optimistic boast that you often hear from incurable addicts either. I - know 
it is true, because I have ■walked past delightful fires, fires quite without 
mar or blemish, with perfect nonchalance; or at least, I have tried to, and 
the fact that I didn’t walk straight past them but had to make detours of up 
to half a mile or so to get past them was due to no fault in my character but 
merely to a staunch determination on the part of the presiding police officers 
not to let me walk straight past. V.rhen I started this article I hid a definite 
idea in mind other than just licking my lips over all these juicy fires, and 
no doubt if you will bear with me long enough ~je shall meet up 'with the 
original point I was going to bring op, somewhere along the way and you will 
then recognise all these passing Conflagrations as mere straws in the wind.)

But about this Great Fire of .Condon; as I was saying, I didn't get 
invited to that either, i ’-ulling this thing over thoroughly now for the first 
time in my life, I am beginning to think that perhaps some person or 
organisation is deliberately endeavouring to keep me away from all these major 
fires. You. may regard this as just idle fancy, but look at the evidence,

I didn't get to hear about Nero's fire 
until it was all over; all right - to miss 
one big fire could be sheer bo.d luck. I 
didn’t hear about the Chinese conflagration 
until years afterwards; 
combination of bad luck 
But I didn't hear about 
Fire of London or the G • 

‘‘‘ until they were all ovei 
To miss two

a” 1 right - a 
coincidence, 

either the Great
Fire of Chicago 

and tidied up 
either*. To miss two, or perhaps even 
three, big fires, could -perhaps be put 
down to sheer coincidence - but to miss all 
the big fires ? I ask you; could that 
possibly be mere coincidence ? No, I 

’ hardly think sc. There Is Something 
. Behind It All. And whoever, or whatever, 
they are, they are no small fiy; there is 
somebody -with Influence in the plot. To 
my uy of thinking it must have cost them 
a tremendous amount of money to keep me 
away from all the major fires over a period 
of at least a couple of thousand years, but
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I have to admit they spent their money 
well. Whoever has been paid to do the 
job has certainly done it with commends 
efficiency ( and I say this although I 
regard him as iry cneny ) f for the fact 
is indisputable that he has kept me 
away from all the major fires. Really 
though., They have been more devious tha 
necessity demanded, what I mean is, if 

rj?hey had simply come along to me and 
offered me all that money that They hav 
spent in a roundabout way to keep me 
away from these fires, I would gladly 
have stayed away from the fires of rry o 
free will. I would have felt better 
about it too.

ov\ \ Oon't know(
HAVWMC, PhNIpOMS Top WRITERS, IT's 

A pretty cRvopy Panzine "

It would all be easier to 
understand too if I knew why they are so anxious to keep me away from the 
really big burn-ups. I reckon for them to go to all that trouble and expense 
to make sure that I am never on the spot when one of these big fires breaks 
out, there must be some pretty cogrant reason for it. It nay be that I have 
some sort of hidden’.. ild Talent in connection with fires that even I don’t 
know about. Perhaps if I should ever be on the spot when a really major 
holocaust breaks out, some hitherto dormant section of my brain will come 
into operation and douse the whole thing instantaneously by purely mental 
means. It may be; I wouldn't know, but if it is so, do you realise what 
that means ? It means that They vant these fires to happen’. Not only do 
They want them to happen, They take the most fantastic pains that nothing 
shall interfere with the incessant raging of the .fire. ;robably what They 
are paying to kwep me away from the scene of these fires is a mere flea-bite 
compared to what They are getting for making sure that the fires take place. 
By G-hcd, there are hidden depths in this thing'. This means that They are 
either making some direct profit out of the burning down of large cities and 
so on, or else Someone rise is -paying .'hem to do it’. . The mind boggles.

In this case They are mere sub-contractors, and no rr re the Master 
Minds behind the thing than is the ran They pay to keep me away from the 
fires’. What a simpleton I was to ever think that They w 'e the Big Boys; 
I can see now that They are mere minor employees and the • ‘vole scheme is 
run from much Higher Up. keeping me away from these fires, of course, is 
just one of the unimportant details taken care of by the Sub-Contractors, 
Probably the real Bosses don't Imow that I am being kept away; they may not 
even Imow that I exist. Probably if they did Imow they would approve of ny 
being kept away, because after all there must be some reason for it, so I 
wouldn't be ary better off if it was. brought to their notice, but all the 
same it night be worth trying. Suppose I started a really Big Fire of iry 
own - London again, (there would be some poetic justice in that) or New York, 
or Moscow - without Them knowing about it. I would look away while it got 
nicely going - just about half the city gone, say - and then turn and look 
out over the mighty holocaust. iy Hidden Talent would be sure to come into 
operation then and die the whole thing out in three seconds flat, much to 
the amazement of the despairing and panic-stricken fire brigades, Then I 
would just wait around to see what happened. They would be flabbergasted



of course; not having arranged the fire Themselves They would be unable to 
understand how itvhad ever come about , and, even more nysterious, why it had 
suddenly been extinguished. The Bosses would want to know that too; a 
thing as big,as that would be bound to come to their notice. T^ey would 
ask awkward questions of the bub-Contractors. They (the Bosses) with their
wider experience of the whole business, would realise immediately what must 
have happened. They would instruct the Sub-Contractors to find iae and bring 
me to them. Then I would be able to tell them just what I thought of the 
whole business and make ny own terms for staying away from future conflag
rations, The more I think about it the more I like the idea.

There is one drawback, of course. To have carried on Their business 
all this time without interference They must have plenty of influence in the 
right places. I suppose there is just a chance that They might tumble to 
what had happened, find me straightaway and have me arrested and removed from 
the scene of the fire just as though I was a pyromaniac or something, My 
Hidden Talent wouldn’t have time to come into operation then, the whole city 
would burn down, They would concoct some lying story to tell the Besses and 
probably even get a bonus for slipping in a gratuitous fire, the Bosses would 
never get to know about me, and I would probably be put away to serve a 
twenty year jail sentence, which would only aid Them by keeping me away from 
any other big fires during that time. I suddenly realise the enormous risks 
involved in starting a Big Fire of iy own; hell, I don’t know what to do'.

I started out to say that I sometimes wonder what I would do in case 
of a fire at home - which of ry science-fiction books and magazines I would 
try to save, and so on,- but somehow it doesn’t seem to matter ary more,
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engagement to those of you who have---------------------------- U
not yet heard the glad tidings. . .30 u ought to subscribe 
to Fanac and Skyrack (Free advt.) And for the clots in 
the audience, I don’t mean my engagement to those who have 
not heard of it...I only mean I’m announcing it to them. 
The lady is beautiful (naturally), but over and above that, 
Miss Valerie W/iz15ihms is also something slightly terrific. 
Depending o rygh.cn this issue of Triode appears, some oi yeu 
will have had idae/pleasure of meeting her at the Convention 
and will understand why I am serving this notice of Gafia 
to be. To wit/, .a swan song... .hence the bulbous type 
swan csv orting An the_ background. The engagement became 
part of fanuish hKtory orT'Mar-ch 18th. . .but it is not to 
Idte for you sentimental people to send gree tings.. .we both 
loved the tie legram from Normarrajid Ina, cards from Dave • 
Cohen, Derby B Haugsrud, and other ghood people...and if 
you want ta dririk a ceremonial vint of Blog on the wedding 
date, mgutk VkatTEas Julp<_26th iFpeimJM Scout Diaries.

Having given you the brief synopsis of the following 
chapters, I can nor proceed to itemise them for the people 
who actually read all of Interlude, and not just the births 
and deaths column...held over this issue owing to lack of 
contestants.. (Hurry up and get born, or die, ? .ie of you)

1 vA

First of all, Valerie and I met last September, when 
she came to teach at our school. I, with cu senary dash and 

decided that HERE was THE ONE...and, with mad daring 
haste, swept Valeric off her feet by dating her before 

December was fully out. A second date followed in 
early January (1960), and the writing was on the 
wall (we caught the kid who had done it, and made 
him scrub it off).' My proposals (No, Bentcliffe, 
not THAT kind of proposal) didn’t exactly sweep 
Valerie off her feet, but just as constant drips 
(like you-know-who) will wear away a stone, so I 
finally managed to convince hs r that she needed 
someone like me to look after her parking light.

AMD
L I l< I: THAT

rygh.cn
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\ ■sdJNU"rS rm? ’ , Finally convinced,v we set

<5 7 'ro ES“" \y to Woolworth?-s. to buy an
< engagement ring. -It seems that

—J—J they don’t have much of a demand 
for the things, .so we had to go elsowher^. First shop was a 
washout, they were having a sale, and all the good stuff was 
hidden in the manager’s vest pocket. On our second attempt, 
vve were more lucky, end succeeded in obtaining just the ring 
which Valerie fancied. . .TECHNICAL NOTE... A sapphire diamond
cluster is what they call it.

At this time, things began to snowball, and wre found 
#hat Valerie’s cousin Sandy is not only a thought-reader, but 
a telepath cum clairvoyant as well. She had gone away for 
the weekend, but left her address so that we could write to 

tell her the good news. The fantastic part is that (a) 
I hadn’t intended popping the question until the end 
of the weekend, and (b) Valerie handn’t known she was 
going to say yes. Anyway, to got my own back, I 

^promptly broke the engagement off again, and insisted 
on letting her propose to me in Leap Year tradition..
..just so I could turn her down twice. Great fun, and 
then we had to start telling e veryone . . . cost us ££££’s 
in postage..( I cheated and used poctsareds) and by 
Monday, we had all ready collected some telegrams and 
cards.

| Diagram on the left is a mockup of the design
I study for the giant four-stage wedding cake which 

v.ill launch us into the marriage orbit. The first 
ages are solid (cake-type) fuel, the third 
uses an exotic propellant in the form of 
e foie whisky, and the final stage is a 
ted wedge of cheese biscuits and lemon 
ue pie. This .makes for stability in orbit and 
teady stomach.

JUUU/ stage

le proceedings will take place in the 
Endcliffe Methodist Chruch (which is like a

Church)(only a typographical diffe, ence really) 
and so far, offers for th 

submitted by the i 
Recording Society, Movi 
are being issued, and 

hope to lease a site to 
MaD Productions if the 
are to apply.

sound r ghts have been 
Chairman of the Sheffield Tape 

rights tv R.,D.nenson

Diagram on the right, is a do-it- 
-yourself- confetti-kit. Take a sharp 
knife, or pair of scissors, and cut 
out each shape. Collect in a paper 
bag, and th~n sling on the fire, as it 
makes an awful mess at a wedding.
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Having told you all the gory details to date, I would be a 

hard hearted sort of thingummy, if I didn’t tell you about our 
future plans. First, the honeymoon. Flushed with enthusiasm 
(and too much whisky) I offered us to Cape Canaveral, as the 
first couple to honeymoon on the moon...(well SOMEONE has to 
be first)..but the Policeman who came to see me was quite nice 
about it, and so we decided on Ibiza. trmed with the travel 
folders, we marched blithely into the local travel agency, and 
as to the manner born, and with nonchalant offhand dexterity 
of sang-froid and jo ne sais quoi and like that, I scattered 
the Ibiza pages before the clerk and said. ’’We’ll have two 
of these, please’1 . Sad to say, my moment of glory was rather 
shattered when he gave me two more catalogues. By dint .of 
pidgin English (he was a FOREIGN travel agent) and sign 
language, we conveyed the idea that we wanted to fly to Ibiza. 
In basic English, the llerk explained that we couldn’t, as all 
the air passages had been booked for ages.

That strikes me as queer way to run 
Fancy not having any travel to sell. Ridiculous, 
explains why I told you we were going to Ibiza., 
not. As a matter of fact 
at all... can't get the air passage. Hov’ever, bei: 
hearted stinker. Here is one clue K . we will be 
paddling in the Mod. If you want a further jnhie__ 
...keep wanting. s

travel agency.
Anyway, that 

because we’re
, we’re not going to the Balearics

a kind

Triode will be hit to some extent, 
as I intend to wander through the glades 
of Gafia. At the moment, it is too 
early to say whether or hot this ■’■'ill 
be permanent. I’m not resigning from 
fandom, but I will bo taking a very 
back-type seat. Famish gatherings will 
either see both of us, or neither. Which puts 
us in the same class as Norman and Ina. 
said what a 
I hope that

grand and happy couple they are 
Valerie and I can emulate then.

will of course be placed in 
hands of my feuding agents, 

ho will be 
feuds in my name

Feuding, 
the capable 
Wottle, Finkle and Clumpf 
empowered to conduct

will continue td 
becoming more

HE
Hcwey-noo/v <

my Ompazine, 
and far from
in size, will probably tend to
as Valerie is sympathetic to

Even so, I rate love before
so don’t go expecting

Erg, 
appear, 
reduced 
expand, 
the cause 
fanac, so don’t go expecting any larg* 
sized copies of Erg being mailed out 
during July and August. Think yourselves 
lucky if you get a poctsarcd...very lucky.



So WE WON’/
C.E) To lUC/OW

and with a minimum 
topic (Kindly note the 
the man) . Those of you 
to hear from, me, either 
.and haven’t; can now

Which brings me smoothly 
amount of fuss to the next 
innate modesty inherent in

who ha ve be e n e xpe c t in g 
on tape or by letter.

relax knowing just why I haven’t contacted 
you before. Moreover, you also know why

you still don’t hear from me. Of course 
if you send a stamped addressed envelope,

I can always use the stamp. Please bear 
with me o..1’11 write someday...honest...all 
is forgiven..come homo...and like that.

Speaking of tapes, at this hectic period 
in my life, tapes arrived simultanously and

a—-———at the same time, from Keith Freeman, Alan 
Burns, Betty Kujafwa, and from three different hospitals. No, 
the last three were NOT of the mental variety. . .but as Hon. 
Sec, of the She/field Tape Recording Soicety (ver much like 
a Society) I get all sorts oX things through the post.
Most of these /tapejg^/Vy^^^ now been returned to
base ..either in Xz , < mwe YOU completed form, or with 
the basic minimujai /of nattering. Future tapes
should be addresfeecA to both of us. . . I hope
to coax V.alerie "S. —,rr. | l into tape spondence .

In answer to many requests tAat I stand for Parliament 
may I point out that my previous reluctance to accept this 
monumental honour should now be e/plained by the preordained 
transmogrification of the peripa/etic sloot-fogger Barbara 
Moore. Simply, 'I feel it just cZoesn't get you anywhere. 
Instead, I am organising a new/society,..I plan to organise 
meetings and protest marches throug out the length, breadth, 
and thickness, of England (and'g—^^.Jlcj^iland) . Our slogan 
will be quite’ simple, a scar|l'C*^/2/r) —-—-i lettering on a
plain chrome yellow back-J / Around, will
exhort everyone to . . . Z. UCK « / . »BaN THE H-BOMB

PROTEST MARCHES. Th3 sub tit 15-=^^ will be 'Stop
stopping the A- tests'. This in line with our
programme of atoms for all, and science for-ihe citizen. You 
too can have a slogan like mine... Join the ynti-H-bomb 
stoppers to-day. /

Finally, and not before tine (I heard you) If the 
next issue of Triode is devoid of my edificat ing wolds of 
wisdom. Don’t blame Valerio..blame Benycliffe, and holler 
like mad for more of MEU rLho knows, may then decide to 
pay no what I'm worth. PLQjxSf-

And so, as our ship 
sinks slowly beneath the waves, it only 
remains to say. .......... .HELP

Ever yaws, Terry
NOTE. THE TAPE & HI FI MAG HAS BOUGHT A BENTCLIFFE FOR TAFF 

CARTOON +++



As I’ rn staring to stencil this letter-column only a matter 
of a couple of weeks after mailing TRIODE 17 out, you’ll understand, I 
hope, why your letter" isn't printed - it came in a little too late. 
Not your fault though, just the result of a New Years Resolution on my 
part to get TRIODE back onto schedule. Any particularly quotable screeds 
will be excerpted from in the next issue. Most of you'll recall that 
there was a highly erudite article in the last issue by Doc' Weir, on 
filming "The Lord Of The Rings", I sent a copy of this issue, together 
with one of T16 (in which there was some comment on the books) along 
to the author. Herewith his reply.
Professor J.R.R. Tolkien, Oxford.

~7/ Thank you very much for the two 
copies of TRIODE. I 'was very pleased to hear of the pleasure my book 
has given you. I think I agree with you in the matter of making a film 
out of the story. There have been some serious negotiations with 
regard to this, but my experience with scripts and "story-line" has 
warned me that only an overwhelming financial reward could possibly 
compensate an author for the horrors of of the conversion of such a 
tale into film. Even when the pictorial part is very good. 
Fortunately my publishers and I retain a legal hold in this matter 
and nothing can be done without our approval in detail.

I am myself a member of the amorphous body of "fandom"? but I 
am afraid I do not often come across anything nowadays that seems 
very readable. // This last sentence refers to a brief outline I gave 
of fandom in my letter 'explaining' the two copies of TRIODE. Person
ally, I’m somewhat relieved that there is no current possibility of 
a film actually being made of the Trilogy...I'm still very much in 
favour of kicking the idea around, though. Incidentally, if there’s 
any other fan-ed who is intending to publish material on or about the 
Tolkien Books, I think the author would be quite pleased to have a 
copy and I’ll be pleased to provide address,or forward.

The next letter is from another of my favourite authors, who 
has been m kind enough to rise to Harry Warner’s comments of the Fortean 
scheme of thing in the last issue .....sot................... turn page...



<-0
I’m not sure that he isn't going around the question a little, but it's 
an interesting letter nonetheless. EFR has a Sense of Thunder J
Eric Frank Russell, 3 Dale Hey, Hooton, Ches,// Hany thanks for sending 
me TRIODE and providing Harry Warner as bait. Enjoyed looking through 
the mag. The para of Harry’s to which you draw my attention is fair 
enough and ordinarily I wouldn't quibble about it. But in case there is 
one of your readers remotely interested in my ideas on that subject, I 
give forth as followsg-

To my mind, tho Russian hit on the Moon was a major success for 
the rocketeers and not, repeat not for the astronomers. For thirty • 
years or more astronomy has sneered, jeered and generally opposed rock
etry (vide the Ast. Royal’s statement, "Space travel is utter bilge"), 
but now that the latter are gaining some spectacular successes the 
former is modifying its attitude and, in some cases, trying to climb 
on board tho band-waggon. That’s the age-old tactic of canonizing 
dead heretics as result of which the Wright Brothers, once defined as 
"dangerous lunatics," are novz officially recorded as "scientists."

Rocket triumphs cannot possibly be fitted into what Harry calls 
"the Fortean Scheme of things" because there ain’t no such animal. It 
is the essence of Forteanism to accept that - pending translation of 
theories into hard, demonstrable facts - there are a thousand, ten 
thousand or a million theoretical schemes of things each of which is 
as good or as bad a guess as any other. Forteans tend to pick on 
astronomers for one reason only, namely, that as compared with all 
the exact sciences astronomy is intellectually dishonest inasmuch as 
astronomers never tire of presenting theories in the guise of incont
rovertible facts.

I don't doubt that in a hundred years time or less the official 
history of astronomy will show that rocketry was originated, encouraged 
and developed wholly and solely by astronomers and that rocketry is 
nothing more than a resoundingly successful’ offshoot of astronomy - 
in much the same way that another history shows that all bygone "goodies" 
were RC's while all the "baddies" were Protestants or Atheists. As 
Henry Ford remarked, "History is bunkl"

Finally, your remark about me playing a bigger part in the 
Fortean Society is the direct o.pposite of the truth. My part has 
shrunk to near the vanishing point, a state of affairs I have been 
trying to achieve for about ten years. Like many other folk, I lack 
the time to do the thousand and one things I’d like to do. // One thing 
I wish you could find more time for, Eric, is argufying - personally, 
I don't feel particularly strongly either for or against either Forteans 
or Astronomers, but I’m greatly entertained by your arguments. It 
would bring back a great deal of the sadly lacking element of controv
ersy in s-f if some pro-editor would up and give you a column to do 
what you will with. That could spark some of the most interesting 
ideas for years, both in argument and story. Andy Young, you anything 
to say in Defense Of Astronomers ??

There's another rather powerful letter coming along later, but 
I think a few comments on the last issue would be in order first. This 
last TRIODE sparked off some pretty interesting letters, I’m pleased to 
say.



Mai Ashworthy 14 Westgate, Eccleshill, Bradford 2.
//Atom goes from stren

gth to strength (and I never realised before that there were so many 
strengths to go to) and I think that he and John Berry must surely be 
two of fandom’s finest ever finds^ the sort of people who add something 
unique to fandom and without whom-.it would never have been quite the 
same. John's piece in this issue is perhaps slightly less that Best 
Berry, but this is only a personal opinion and even if true, only goes 
to prove that Less-Than-Best-Berry is better than no Berry, and much 
better than many a lesser writer. How he manages to maintain such a 
consistently high standard of material is a thought that could boggle 
many a mind.i, like trying to calculate how long it would take a one- 
legged man with a squint to lay a line of pin-heads all the way to 
Alpha Centauri, starting a week on Friday. Well, pretty much like that 
anyway.

Harry Warner’s article on fan's addresses brought up some intrig
uing points and I must get to grips with my subconscious one day and 
find out what pictures I .have of fan’s ’whereabouts from their postal 
addresses. I am sorry that my old address - the 40 Makin St, Tong St, 
Bradford, Yorks, one - blurs Harry's reception, but he has the consol
ation of knowing that he is not alone. Many a good American has been 
forever lost in a maze of bewilderment over it, though I never could 
see why. Makin Street is a side-street running off Tong Street which 
is a main road in Bradford which is a city in Yorkshire which is a 
County. I suppose that Tong Street could have been omitted from the 
address after Bradford aquired postal district numbers but somehow 
I’ve never had that much faith in the Post Office. I can never quite 
believe that if Tong Street isn’t specified they won’t find another 
Makin Street somewhere and take all my mail there. I could never 
bear that. It is this same innate distrust in my nature that widens 
the international gulf on this address business. An address like 
Jack Speer's for instance ("North Bend, Washington") fills me with 
every bit as much awe as mine does Harry. I am certain nobody can 
possibly find Speer with an address like that. He must go through 
life, I am sure, wondering why he never gets any mail. The thought 
has saddened me for years.// Yes, and what of Arthur Hayes - c/o 
Bicroft Uranium Mine - I got a visual image of all his mail being 
handled by a Waldo, and get a creepy feeling that I should run a 
geiger over anything that comes in from himl

// There were some choice tit-bits 
in Terry's column. I think Sid Birchby 
needn’t concern himself too much about -- - *
Terry’s mental make-up because Terry 
put "bottle" instead of "bed" when 
heading Sid’s piece. I well remember 
the day he transposed "sex" for "science" 
when stencilling a column of mine so 
I feel that he may come out about oven 
in the long run. I wonder which word - 
if any - would trigger him off to type 
"Science" ?



The split of opinion over the Harrison pieces is interesting^ it 
seems one must be either For Harrison or Against Him. I would like to 
say here and now that I am for Him, 100/ and delighted to note that He 
Will Return. Finally, I think that Arthur Weir’s article has done more 
to inspire me to road Tolkien at the earliest opportunity than all the 
importunings of friends who have already read it. He managed to convey 
a great fondness for the mythos and it says much for the original.// A 
very nicely rounded letter of comment, mate....and may I say that next 
to me winning TAFF, there's nothing I’d like better than to see you win!
Ted Forsyth, 139 Buccleuch St, Edinburgh 8

// Shame 1 Shame I Jusg when I 
praise the use of two colours in TRIODE 16 you go back to an all-black 
issue. (Was the effort too much for the art-editor?) After seeing the 
self-portrait of Jeeves on page 16 I find it easy to believe that he did 
not have the energy left to produce a multi-coloured TRIODE! Hmm, maybe 
I’m wrong. He’s probably going into training so that he can bring out 
No.18 in three colours. I’m looking forward to seeing the tri-colour 
TRIODE 18/7 I suppose you'd like us to print it in French, as well! 
The all-black issue was in mourning for a Hamster named Fred. Anyway 
here's your three colour issue - black, red and buff...

// John Berry’s rocket report is another masterful description of 
the ////// adventures of Irish Fandom. Is there something in the Irish 
air that keeps old fans like George going? He may have wanted the elastic 
to keep people in suspense. Murderers sometimes end up by being kept 
in suspense. Some murderers are never caught. Women who are not caught 
by George do not lose their elastic. If they retain their elastic they 
are kept in suspense...// ALLRIGHTI Alfred Hitchcock junior, that's 
enough.

//in America numbers seem to be more important than names, 
whereas in Great Britain the reverse is the case.Even comparitively 
small numbers carry impressive names like billion, trillion, quadrill
ion, etc, but the truth is that if you compare these figures with the 
British equivalents the impressive front disappears. The American 
fascination for large numbers is also shown in their currency. If you 
compare equal amounts of money in the dollar and sterling systems you 
will find the U.S. number is the larger. Even the size of population... 
on second thoughts perhaps not. I must admit though, that some of the 
native American names have a fascination all their own. Ah, well, back 
to mundane Scots names like Auchtermuchty, Ballachulish, Craigenputtock, 
etc. // And talking of impressive fronts, you forgot to mention the 
most important- numbers of all - 38,22,38, like!

// Another reason for banning oxygen plants is that during the 
hours of darkness they givq off carbon dioxide, a' gas which can cause 
suffocation. This might lead to the development of a weapon more 
horrible than the H-Bomb - The Cabbage Bomb. Drop cabbages on your 
enemies and let the carbon dioxide do its work. Ye Hallowed Fandom 
was a lovely piece of reporting. If George must go into the RAF I hope 
he collects lots of fanzine-type material. If anyone complains about 
having lost his sense of wonder tell him to read the Tolkien books.
I agree with all the ego-boosting phrases that have been used in describ
ing the books and I’m faunching for the next one. As far as I know the 
mss, hasn't been handed over to the publishers yet, but here’s hoping.



Alan Burns, Goldspink House, Goldspink Lane, Newcastle 2. pirst of 

all the Cover. I fail to see the point of the joke about the whole 
thing being driven by steam. I mean the whole thing could be driven 
by electricity, or water-power, or compressed-air, or even soggies 
running like mad on a treadmill - still doesn't evoke any laughter 
in me. // The thing refers to an old BAF joke which, we thought had 
got pretty well everywhere by now. Ah well.

// Doc Weir's article was without doubt the best in the issue.
My own choice for Aragorn is Stewart Granger, and for Gollum who better 
that Herbert Lorn ? // Peter Lorre ? // For the part of Legolas the elf. 
Well why not Michael Wilding ? I could go on in this vein for quite 
a while, but after all the film is never likely to be made, a literal 
cast of thousands would be required.- Elf-music ? I plump for "The Imort- 
al Hour" without second thoughts, I might get around to writing that 
article myself. The tiddlcwink article awoke my nostalgia something 
shocking, and recalled a visit to Hinchcliffe and a pub called the Cat 
and Fiddle, There the bar ceiling is hung, with hundreds of glass tank
ards, and in the bar they do play shove-appeny, the beer is good also 
and the Inn has an air of ancient times which is very soothing.//

Joe Patrizio, 72 Glenvarloch Cres. Edinburgh 9«
—// You say in Intermission 

that rumours against TAFF have been circulating, well I can’t see what 
anyone can say against it. Against its organisation,yes, but not 
against the idea, surely. Even in my short time in fandom I have come 
to regard TAFF as the finest thing that fandom has done, and is almost 
enough in itself to make being a fan worthwhile. On the other hand, 
fueds show the worst in fandom and I agree to a great extent with what 
you say about them. Serious fueding seems a ridiculous waste of time 
and energy which could be better' expended.

// There’s not much to say about John Berry's story except that it 
was good, as usual. Of course it’s obvious, now, why Britain is not to 
the forefront of space research, the powers that be are ignorant of the 
fact that there is a genius in the. field of rocketry in our midst, // 
Either that, or we aren’t using the right kind of elastic IJ

//I enjoyed Doc’ Weirs article, but then I enjoy most anything 
written on the Books. There was more written in thi 
locations than I have seen elsewhere, but 
enough to say much on this. I think that 
Alec Guiness as Gandalf, and I think that 
nowonc else could play the part. Another 
suggestion by Johnstone was that Danny 
Kaye acted Legolas, and the more I think 
of this bit of casting the more I like it. 
My own idea for Galadriel would be Moira 
Shearer, I can’t think of anyone better 
for the part, and certainly not those 
suggested by Doc' Weir, No, I don’t think 
that Galadriel would be the most difficult 
to cast, personally, I can’t think of 
anyone to take the part of Frodo. _

piece on possible 
I'm afraid I haven’t travelled 
Ted Johnstone also suggested 
he said that in his opnion

(SO



Try as I might I can’t think of an actor who is even physically suit
able for the part, except perhaps Charley Drake (ouch). I’m going to 
stop this here or I may run into another cHzon or so pages, if fact I 
don’t know hoe Doc' Weir restrained himself to writing just three 
pages. // Yes, it’s a fascinating topic, and Charley Drake is a horrible 
thought, almost as bad as Mickey Rooney for the parti And before letting 
go of. this topic for this issue - I must apologise to Doc’ Weir for a 
typo which changed Markova to Narkova. Must have been symptomatic of 
the author being a schoolteacher, or something...

The next letter is a bit of A Stormer. A sort of wholesale ind- 
itement of fandom, s-f, and falling-down-drunkeness. ‘Something for 
everyone, you could say. There- are quite a few false assumption in 
it but we’ll leave those until the end of the letter. On with The 
Crusade’.
John T. Phillifent, 41 Ongar Rd, London S.W.6.

7/ Many thanks for the 
copy of TRIODE just received. Production slick, illustrations and art
work, fine. The contents ? That takes a little longer to express. For 
the book, I’ve seen maybe half-a-dozen fanzines at different times, the 
last one some years ago, and if you want to use or quote any of this 
letter,that will be allright with me.

Now. I feel more sure, now, than I felt before, that ’fans' are 
the biggest handicap s-f has, and it has plenty that spring from its 
inherent nature, without unnecessary loads like this being piled on its 
creaking back, I would like to sec-, and I know I'm raving mad for 
even suggesting this, that 'fandom' and s-f were put into two seperate 
compartments. All association between them broken off.

•And this is why. To start with, s-f is a minority taste. The 
great mass of the public has neither the wit nor the patience to road 
anything that savours in the least of brain-work, or readership-part
icipation. They don’t want to have to do any work in their reading. 
They want it to flow in and around the cerebral processes like bland 
oil, and flow out again in the same way. The exceptions to this are 
'crime fiction’, and glamourised 'dirt'. I’m not being puritanical 
when I point out that this is because both appeal to the primitive 
emotions, and offer vicarious experiences. That is the only excuse 
for tho 'dirt'. For the 'crime' stuff, there is the added attraction 
of violence, and the offering of a problem, with the guarantee that 
the problem is strictly according to some accepted rules. In fact, that 
thinking is reduced to a minimum.

S-F is none of these. It asks, and depends on tho fact, that the 
reader is to use his imagination to visualise a new and different, but 
coherent, enviremont. Most people are pretty well satisfied with the 
world as it is, or, more accurately, as it used to be in some particul
ar time when that 'had it good’. Sure, they have their grumbles, but 
few of them would really like to sec a change, nor have any idea what 
change they would like, or why. Conservatism, apart from politics, is 
a basic human trait. Unless things stay tho way they are, how on earth 
is a chap to get to know the angles ? And so-on.

So s-f is for the few. Unfortunately and unhappily, it could be 
for many more than it is. The 'few' are not as few as all that.



But those who don't know,; yet, that s-f is worth-while, exciting, int
eresting, informative...and the rest of it.o.those people, potential 
readership, could be compared with the who stand on the edge of the 
bath and shiver, while the swimmers shout 'Come on in, the ’water’s fine’. 
And that analogy breaks down, right there.

The outsider to s-f - what does he see ? Cheap-looking magazines, 
for the most part, with lurid covers (oven yet,yes). Or books with the 
most off-putting jackets and blurbs the- moronic editors and publishers 
can devise (l’m sure they do it deliberately). Encouragement nil. But 
he may take the plunge, and road, and he may survive, too.

But he might, also, come into contact with one of the outlying 
'cells' of fandom. Let me say, right here, that this never happened to 
me. I didn't even know about fandom until long after I was a died-in- 
the-wool s-f reader. It's a mugs game trying to back-predict what 
might have happened, but I feel pretty certain that had I run across 
any samples of organised fandom, say, in 1935 (ii* there was any at that 
time) I would have fled s-f like the plague. And that would have been 
irrational and my loss, but it would have happened, just the same.

Put it another way. S-F could do with some serious recognition in 
the world of fiction generally. What's wrong with being serious, 
anyway ? Is it imperative that one must switch off one's brains in 
order to have fun ? It is possible, surely, to have fun without being 
falling-down-drunk ? It is possible- to got fun out of doing something 
well, isn’t it ? For me, and you can think what you like about me on 
this, it is not possible to have fun unless I’m in full command of my 
senses and doing something 1 think is worth the trouble.

And the spectacle afforded by fans, aping but not emulating 'Goons' 
is such as to alienate anyone who contemplates taking a serious int
erest in s-f. Are those the people who read Heinlein, or Clarke, or 
Sturgeon ? After a swift look at them, and a pained earful of their 
output, one wonders whether they understand one word in three of what 
they read. It is small wonder that serious writers, who feel tempted 
at times to 'have a go' at something s-f, are put off, are unwilling 
to be associated, however loosely, with this kind of thing.

I mentioned the 'Goons' awhile back. A very common error shows, 
there. I like the Goons. I tape their programme, and listen to it 
many times over, getting more out of it each time. Their stuff is 
clever. Fooling plus brains. The feeling l got with most \of fandom’s 
afforts is that it is just fooling= Ergo, fools. Don't get the 
idea that I don't like fun. I would quote you Tony Hancock, or Muir 
and Norden (My Word, an excellent programme on 'steam') or even Ernie 
Bilko. Plenty of fun there, but no insults tc intelligence, such as 
in...well, perhaps I'd better not.

Summation of the attack (if you like to call it that) is that the 
various activities of fans are giving, and have given, s-f a bad name, 
although their ways and antics have little or nothing to do with.s-f, 
actually. I’ve nothing against fans, as such. If that’s the way they 
want to enjoy themselves, all right. But would they please not drag 
the fair name of the fiction I love down into the beer-sodden dust q q 
along with them. <
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’ Just in case you didn’t get the point yet, I refer you to the TAFF 
form enclosed with TRIODE* There are three nominations* All excellent 
people, no doubt. All eminent if fandom, I am told* But how are they, 
s-f wise ? Ashworth is the only one who carries a mention of s-f at all,
and just a line to say that ho has been reading if for a long time.
Is TAFF anything to do with s-f, at all ? Or is it just a fan activity ?
The two things seem to have become asperated to mo. So, that's fine.
Let’s seperate tham altogether. Let the fans go off and be fannish, on 
their sweet ownsome, and leave s-f alone, for readers and writers, to 
enjoy.

Frankly, I can’t see that fanactivity does anything for s-f, and 
it is certainly doing it a lot of harm* At least,that’s my view. 
I liked Doc’ Weir's bit, although Tolkien is Fantasy and not s-f. But 
it sounded pathetically lost, in TRIODE. I’ll bet you get (a) little 
or no favourable comment on it (b) plenty of scorn for including an 
out-of-place item, Want to bet ? //

I've deliberately quoted the whole of John's letter, rather than 
merely excerpting it, because that would have probably made it sound 
oven worse (?) than it does in entirety. To answer it properly would 
take at least an equal amount of space, and bo rather unecessary, but 
there are one or two words which should be said. Taking the last bit 
first...Doc’ Weir’s article on Tolkien brought in nothing but favourable 
comment, and a considerable amount of it* Proving that John's state
ment on this is almost as far-off as the rest of his generalisations. 
However, I can understand how someone as unfamiliar as John obviously 
is with fandom, could get the misconceptions of fandom he has.**

For instance, this assumption that fans are all embryo candidates 
for Alcoholics Anonymous* The truth being that fans do live it up a 
little at their infrequent get-togethers, but no more so than any other 
group with-similar-interests, who hold annual conventions, and sech. 
They do write-and talk about it more, probably, though. The basic 
answer to John,though, is that fandom has developed over the years and 
from a group of people who got together (through letter and personal 
contact) to discuss s-f, it has become an amorphous body of people 
who whilst they base their interest (generally) on s-f, are interested 
more in each other - and just about everything under the sun. 
Personally, I think fandom is better that way.

S-»F is still discussed, but duo to the fact that most fans have 
been reading it for ten, twenty, or more, years it takes something as
excellent as the Tolkien before discussion becomes general in the fnz*
And - if fandom has drifted as far away from s-f as John assumes it is 
unlikely that it is having any effect on the media, and is giving it a 
bad name, so what are we arguing about anyway 1 ^n Interesting letter,
though. ....It seems apprepiate to finish off with a brief quote
from Alan Bramhall, a s-f reading friend of Terry’s who also has never 
roally enetered fandom. // A first rate issue this time. Editing 
perfect. Writing up to adult standard at last* Keep it that wayI Material 
original, interesting, amusing, no axe-grinding. Layout good but if any
thing a little unimaginative. Illustrations, more and better ones please. 
// ' z/ And that, is all for this issue CIAOW



.amusing letter about how we should have known that married life wouldn’t 
be a bed of roses all the time. "After ally" he wrote, " lots of men 
snore, Miriam, and I’ve heard that all women have cold feet, Terry.

The letter went on to say that someday he wanted to get someone to 
do a cartoon of a woman sitting on a chair with her feet in the ’frig, 
calling over her shoulder to her husband in the other room, " I’ll be in 
to bed in a minute, dear."

Bob Bloch wrote us a similar letter, saying that I’d have to recon
cile myself to the fact that wives keep the bathroom so cluttered with 
cosmetics, stockings, bath salts and so forth that husband’s can’t even 
keep their razors in there, and that furthermore I’d just have to get used 
to Miriam’s bobbypins.

Well, I chuckled over these letters and appreciated the sentiment 
behind them, but I must rise to Miriam’s defense. She doos.not have cold 
feet, she doesn’t use bobbypins (she wears her hair in short, natural 
waves), and there’s plenty of room in the bathroom for my razor, with 
inches to spare.

In fact the only problem is that she sometimes talks in her sleep.

Now, some husbands might find this a great comfort. Presumably 
any indiscretions on the wife’s part would be disclosed during such noct
urnal soliloquies. Miriam, though, dreams about the damnedest things.

One night she almost scared the pants .off me with one of her ' 
dreams - in fact, I believe she would have done if I’d been in the habit 
of sleeping fully clothed. She started murmuring, " Whose fanny ? Whose 
fanny ? Whose fanny ?" I muttered something, sleepily,on the order of 
what-are-you-talking-about, and she said, . " There’s this fanny sticking 
out of the sand. And it’s...ohl it’s Mabel’s fanny! Poor Mabel!" And she 
started to cry and seemed very upset.

" What’s the matter ?" I said, coming a bit more' awake, and alarmed



" Poor Mabel’ " wailed Miriam. " Those kid buried her in the sand, 
with just her fanny sticking out I And they’re using it for a pillowl 
Ohl Poor Mabel." And she began to weep uncontrollably,

I felt a cold shiver down my back, visualizing the scene. The kids 
had buried this poor girl alive, and now were lying around on the sand 
resting their heads on her dead buttocks protruding from her shallow grave. 
It was a ghastly scene. I had the idea in my mind that Miriam was reliving 
some chidlhood experience which had long been buried in her subconscious, 
engramming her day and night.

I rolled over and shook her. ” Wake up, wake up I " I said.

" Wasamatter ? " she mumbled, coming to consciousness. "What’s 
wrong ? Is it morning ? "

You were having a nightmare," I said, and proceeded to tell her 
what she’d said in her sleep,

" Did that really happen ? " I asked.

Suddenly she started laughing. " No, that was just a dream my girl
friend Nancy had years ago," she said. " It didn’t really happen at all."

Another of her dreams was quaint, too. From what I could gather, it 
seemed she was trapped in this house when a strong earth tremor occured, and 
she babbled incoherently about things falling off tables and lamps shattering 
against walls and ceilings falling in. It was one of those times, though, 
when she could hear me talking to her, and would answer. But she vzasn't 
very coherent - something about wanting to write her name on her leg so she 
would know who she was, and cracker-crumbs in bed bothering her.

" You’re not making much sensei " I complained drowsily.

".Well, would you want cracker-crumbs in your bed if the house was 
falling in on you ?" she wailed.

Miriam doesn’t always have nightmares, of course, Far from it - 
she usuallu drcams little fantasies which make quite amusing listening. 
And lately she’s come up with a recurring dream about the Detroit fans, 
which seems odd in view of the fact that she met them only very briefly at 
the Solac-n. In the middle of the night she is wont to burst out suddenly 
with, " Terry, wake up I Fred Prophet’s here, and Bill Rickhardt and Howard 
DeVore and Roger Simsl They've come all the vzay from Detroit to visit 1 Oh, 
those crazy Detroit fans I "

The first time I didn't think much of it, and when tho dream came 
back a couple of times we laughed over it heartily. " I don't know these 
people at allI" she said. " Some of them I haven’t even met I ”

But the dream kept coming back. These nights when she has it she 
just nudges me and mumbles, " Terry, they’re here again." Good grief.

Terry Carr



INTERMISSION Cent.

The chosen subject was to be Norman Shorrock - chosen not only because 
I wanted someone who both John and myself new welly but because he’s 
had an interesting (yea verily1) fannish life. Andy because I didn't 
think he'd be to5 put out about it all. John, as is usual; turned in a 
pretty good script. It required only a small cast plus a certain amount 
of stuff on tape - messages from people who couldn't be present due to 
their 'taking the cure' and like that. Keith Freeman typed up some extr 
script copies for me, Eric Jones smoothed out the flutter in the tape
backing and added some very excellent stuff himself....not that it all 
went quite as smoothly as this. Eddie Jones, for instance should have 
been in the cast, but Eddie couldn't get to the con. Terry Jeeves 
should have been taking part, but was..er, otherwise engaged, Doc Weir 
kindly took over his part, and Eddie’s lines had to be cut out. On the 
Day (as I was saying) a couple of the cast, John Roles and Norman Weed- 
all couldn’t be located...

The most difficult thing of all though, was- to keep the whole 
thing a secret from Norman, and from everyone who didn't have to know. 
I solved the former thing by telling Norman that Terry Jeeves was to be 
the subject - I guarded against any leakage by having rumours spread 
that Ron Bennett, Don Ford, Sandy Sanderson and several others were the 
subject - this worked so well that at the convention even one person 
who had read the script kept asking me if I was sure it was Norman, 
and I even had him spreading rumours I It was all very mind-boggling, 
even I was getting confused.... ” Has Ron Bennett arrived yet ?"

The two missing bods couldn't be found, but there were a couple 
of hours to go so I went out for Lunch with Eric and Margeret Jones, 
Keith Freeman and Bob Parkinson. During the lunch I managed to con 
Keith into taking over Norman Weedail’s part if Norman didn't show. 
Norman didn’t, and Keith did a darn good job....John Roles turned up 
just in time. All we needed now was an audience.

THIS IS YOUR LIFE - Norman Shorrock.... How the show went over 
is for other people to say, I enjoyed doing it and it seemed that the 
applause and laughter was fairly enthusiastic. There were one. or two 
dicy moments during the show when the cast departed from their original 
lines, but I think I managed to disguise their (and mine) ad libs 
from the congregation. It was worth it all to see the stunned lo k 
that came over Norman's face when I made the announcement at the start 
of this paragraph.

By the time the show was over I was feeling a trifle thirsty, 
and due to this missed the beginning of Doc Weir's interesting talk on 
s-f author Carol Capek. I was glad he was there to give the speech tho, 
just prior to the con he’d sent me a copy along in case he wasn’t able 
to read it himself - and there were a lot of highly unpronounceable 
words therein. Doc has spent quite a lot of time in Capek's native 
Czechoslovakia, and is probably the best person to give a talk on the 
author.

I seem to have a blank period of memories around this time, but 
I recall a coffe with Keith Freeman, and entering a restuarant with Pip, 
just as Sid Birchby, Ron Bonnett and Ted Forsyth were about to leave. 
Ted Forsyth, is living breathing fannish proof that the BSFA is serving 
the useful function of bringin real fans into fandom.



Main event of the evening program was the showing of the "Day The 
Earth Stood Still"9 but the portion of it I enjoyed most was the showing 
by Dave Kyle of the colour films he’d taken prior to, and during, the 
Worldcon. These brought some highly enjoyable memories of the days 
Terry and I spent with Jan Jansen and Dave, Ruth, Boy Ugh, Will Jenkins 
and the other Stateside fen who visited Amsterdam and Antwerp before the 
Big Do. Nice.

" The Day The Earth Stood Still", stood up to the years fairly 
well, but I’d still like to know exactly what Klaatu Boroda Niktu means ? 
Something like„...’Nashes to Ashes, and Tanks tu Dust, if the Aliens 
Don’t Get You, the Robot Must’ ?

By the time the film show was over it was time for the OMPA Meet
ing at which some pleasant nattering took place. Atom did a spot of 
stirring, Ron fought vainly for sole bed-rights with Brian Burgess, but 
no epoch making decisions were made0 And then the Night began...

Room 230, Don Ford’s room was the scene of an excellent party 
which lasted, I think, until around 3a.m.... just about everyone who was 
at the convention was in there at one time or another and it was one of 
the type of parties you recall even after other memories of the con have 
faded. Norman Shorrock and I found ourselves a niche alongside the 
washstand and talked about the New Magazine...Eric Jones joined us and 
we talked about next years convention....Don Ford came over and we talked 
of Cincinnati (Cincinnata)...and all the time other fine sensitive fan- 
nish faces wondered in and out of the conversation and the room.

Monday. Officially the convention was over, but the spirit stayed 
with us until quite late in the day. T breakfasted with Swedish fan 
Sture (Stubre) Sedolin, who had travelled over countless miles of rail
way track to attend the convention.... equating time with distance, Sture 
undertook probably the most exhausting journey to the con. I learned 
quite a lot about Swedish Fandom during breakfast and thoroughly enjoyed 
meeting Sture.

Up to lunchtime there were several groups in the downstairs 
lounges...I recall discussing s-f with Sandra Hall and Mike Moorcock and 
Brian Aldiss for a considerable length of time - there seemed to be a 
definite upsurge in discussion of science-fiction at this convention, 
sparked I belive by Ted Carnell’s Saturday talk (which, unfortunately 
took place before I arrived). I took time out to phone Pip and arrange 

to go over to Chelsea for a 
meal later in the day...and then, 
Dave Kyle got his movie camera out.
I now have an additional reason 
for wanting to win TAFF - I want 
to see the film Dave and Don Ford 
took during the convention. In 
particular the film Dave shot 
Monday morning...of fen cueing 
for Church, Cool Cats Creeping 
Into The Crypt...doing a Can-- 
Can outside the Kingsley.......



...and I greatly want to see the surprised look on the cab-drivers face 
whose taxi we hired for location shots in a nearby square I

Reluctantly,.around lish I bid adieu to everyone and began to 
look for transport bound Chelseawards for food? and Pip0 Several more 
pleasant hours passed by and then it was time to head for Euston and 
Home. Coming to Chelsea I’d met the Aldermaston Marchers head on.... 
this time it was the Chelsea Football Fans, they caused almost as much 
delay but were obviously outpointed - didn’t even have a band leading 
’ em.

It was a very pleasant weekend? and I can’t think of a better 
line to end on than to repeat Pip’s instructions to me (in part) on 
how to find her flat.o.. "...And then you got a bus’ to Worlds End". 
It seemed very appropiato at the time.

*******
AS THE COBBLER SAID...THIS IS THE LAST

The last issue of this series of 
TRIODE. Sob. Terry and Valeria arc going into partnership in a matrim
onial way and Terry? naturally? wants to fade into the background of 
fandom for a time. This is not the end of your subscription though, 
I’m starting work on a new mag which I’ll be editing for the Liverpool 
Group with Norman Shorrock as publisher. SD will also fold...and we 
are thinking up a new title. All SD and TRIODE subscriptions will be 
honoured with the new mag? and where anyone has a sub to both fmz this 
will be suitably lengthened. Material? Fanzines? and Artwork are 
still wanted at this address...and subscriptions too? which will be at 
the same rate as TRIODE (1/6 per copy - 4 for 5/-)»

First issue due ? Most probably sometime in July, but possibly 
before. Everyone who gets this issue of TRIODE will get the first of 
the new effort...and that’s a threat. Contents ? There’ll be a. 
"DRUMS ALONG THE MERSEY" by John Owen? which will be a regular type 
thing - aj)out the same amount of me that there is in this issue of. 
TRIODE - plus a fairish selection of fannish material. Hope you like 
the mag? when you get it...

And I think that that’s about all I have to say for this time 
except to state that?- This Issue Of TRIODE is Dedicated To Terry and 
Valerie - with the wish that they’ll have a long and happy life 
together.

Eric Bentcliffe




